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ﬁg. 1
Seok Chul Kim and Franco Mancuso, Korean Pavilion,
Venice, 1995; photo by Gabriele Basilico

PROLEGOMENON

“What would it mean to speak through an exhibition rather than
about it?”1 Tina Di Carlo asks in her article “Exhibitionism,” as she
posits architecture exhibition as a form of spatial praxis. Unlike an art
exhibition, architecture exhibition is often representational; it holds
on to something real in the world, as architecture is out there as a
tangible object bound to the condition where it resides. But architecture
exhibition does more. Beyond its representativeness, architecture
exhibition can equally be instrumental for what it seeks to create by
pushing a new kind of reality. This so-called “co-constitutive” element of
the exhibition henceforth bears a complex set of forces — political, social,
spatial, historic, economic, legal, administrative, regulatory, art and
architecture historical2 — within. In this thesis, a case of an architecture
exhibition will be studied as it became an act of political interrogation.
It is to test the hypothesis that architecture exhibition carries political
forces that operate reciprocally between the real world and the abstract
world. This thesis, however, is not intended to offer a comprehensive
solution to all kinds of political exhibitions, but rather it seeks to
carefully evaluate some of the basic questions that a speciﬁc case study
brings about. It tries to learn from the knowledge and experience that a
new political dimension that this exhibition conjured out in the world.
Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula, was an exhibition
housed within the Korean Pavilion during the 14th International
Architecture Exhibition — la Biennale di Venezia in 2014. Winning a
golden lion for the best national pavilion, the exhibition was credited as
a “research-in-action,” introducing architecture of Korean territory as
a whole — including the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea. The exhibition emblematically borrowed its term from
1
Tina Di Carlo, “Exhibitionism,” Log, No. 20,
Curating Architecture (Fall 2010), pp. 151.

2

Ibid., pp. 152.
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a Dada-inﬂuenced poem Crow’s Eye View written by Yi Sang [ﬁg. 2], a
poet with an unfulﬁlled aspiration for becoming an architect during the
Japanese colonial rule. In contrast to a universalizing bird’s eye view,
the exhibition chose to create a particular and cacophonous view to
destabilize the clichés and prejudices that obscure the complexity and
possibilities lying within the divided Korea.3
As Deputy Curator of the exhibition, I seek to reanimate some of
the diplomatic endeavors conducted during the inception of the curatorial
process, examining how discouraged scenarios of joint exhibition
between the two states had affected the de facto plan B exhibition
Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula, and further can contribute to
the exhibition’s development in the future. By dissecting the curatorial
processes of the exhibition into pieces, and inspecting, analyzing and
deconstructing detailed decision-making, I will curatorially reconstruct
the Crow’s Eye View.

ﬁg. 2
Yi Sang, “Crow’s Eye View, Poem No. 4,” and No. 5, 1934
published in Joseon Joongang

3
Press Release, Crow’s Eye View: the Korean
Peninsula, http://www.korean-pavilion.or.kr/14pavilion/
main.html.
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ﬁg. 3
“Crow’s Eye View, Poem No. 4,” typeset by
Sulki and Min, 2014

The Korean text reads:
“Symptoms of the patient’s malady / [typographic
conﬁguration] / Prognosis: 0· 1 / October 26, 1931 / Lee
Sang / Head Physician.”
Translated by Myong-hee Kim, from Crow’s Eye View: The
Infamy of Lee Sang, Koran Poet (Washington, DC: The
Word Works, 2002)
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ﬁg. 5
Flags with graphic variables were installed at the outer
edges of the Korean Pavilion in Venice

ﬁg. 4
Sulki and Min, Graphic Identity of Crow’s Eye View: the
Korean Peninsula, 2014
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The oblique form plays around the idea of demarcation
using contrasted colors, scale and density.
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Part 1

PLAN A

Disclaimer: the following text is written from a perspective of
Deputy Curator who worked very closely with every step of
development of the exhibition. However, the version of the story
that is recounted here may not represent the view of the other
members of the curatorial team.
“Absorbing Modernity: 1914–2014” the theme set by Rem Koolhaas for
the 14th International Architecture Exhibition — la Biennale di Venezia
called for each national pavilion to respond and bring their indigenous
narrative of modernization; how their architecture was effected by, or
to put it in his words, got bitten by the “blow of a punch” of modernism.
Architect Minsuk Cho, who was invited to present a proposal for the
Korean Pavilion — through a competition organized by the Arts Council
Korea (hereafter ARKO) — made a pitch for a joint exhibition with North
Korean architects. As chimerical as it may sound, he made a logical
analogy of how Koolhaas’ proposal for covering the 100 years narrative
of architectural modernization can be a perfect ﬁt in the context of the
entire Korean peninsula, rather than that of South Korea only.
ARKO reluctantly agreed with Minsuk Cho’s idea, on condition
that he prepared a plan B, which was to make an exhibition without
the presence of North Korean architects. Upon his nomination as the
Commissioner of Korean Pavilion in March 2013, I began working with
him on reaching out to the North by all means. [ﬁg. 6]
Minsuk Cho’s proposal to ARKO included two other architectural
scholars as a member of the exhibition’s think tank, Changmo Ahn
and Hyungmin Pai. Architecture historian Changmo Ahn is known to
be one of the few experts familiar with North Korean architecture and
urban planning. He has written numerous articles on North Korean city
development, and is a co-author of the Architectural Guide to Pyongyang,
published in 2012. Hyungmin Pai as one of the most active architectural
critics in Korea, who has been involved in large scale architectural events
as a curator, which includes Gwangju Design Biennale in 2011, and
the 2008 Korean Pavilion in Venice with Commissioner Seung H-Sang.
Their involvement became critical as we moved on to plan B by the end
15

of 2013, and yet most of the early efforts — prior to the shift from
plan A — were solely directed by Minsuk Cho. It is precisely that
period of the narrative that the following text will shed light
on, the background story of diplomatic endeavors necessary in
reaching North Korean architects. The long procedure of early
attempts, as well as some of the hypothetical subject matter for
plan A exhibition, will be scrutinized in detail. In this way, it
will critically examine what roles these actions played in forming
the alternate version Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula,
especially focusing on critical tactics and maneuvers, which
enabled the exhibition to be a kind of device that bore potency of
activating political rapprochement.

ﬁg. 6
Four Curators

Sending Letter
To make the case for a jointly curated exhibition, Minsuk Cho, assisted
by myself, wrote an invitation letter to North Korean architects both
in Korean and English, which we sent via eight different routes. There
were some instances in which we heard from North Koreans, but sadly,
none of them led us to a proper encounter. The plan A had two major
phases. The ﬁrst phase involved attempting to reach them purely to
begin a conversation about jointly curating the Korean Pavilion, however
in order to meet the biennale opening date we had to set up a deadline
to move on to the plan B. The second phase was to invite them not as a
joint exhibition within the Korean Pavilion funded by the South Korean
government, but rather to ﬁnd ways to invite them separately as a
pavilion of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. [ﬁg. 7]
Our ﬁrst contact with North Koreans was made exactly a year
before the Biennale opening, in June 2013. Peter Noever, the former
director of the Osterreichisches Museum fur angewandte Kunst
(hereafter MAK) in Vienna, kindly volunteered to be the liaison between
the Paetusan Academy of Architecture in Pyongyang and us. Since he
marked a precedent by curating Bluemen fur Kim Il-Sung (Flowers for
Kim Il-sung) at the MAK in 2010, an exhibition that introduced the art
and architecture of North Korea, we were encouraged to push forward
using the leverage of his amiable relationship with the North Korean
Embassy in Vienna. In the meantime, an approval from the South
Korean government was necessary for such an encounter. In large part,
it is due to the ofﬁcial quality of the exhibition we were assigned to do, as
well as the sheer mass of South Korean legal restrictions that control all
contacts made with North Koreans, including the “indirect contact” such
as our case.
Luckily, it was not long after the new government was
inaugurated with the current president Park Geun-hye, who appeared
then to be hopeful about the inter-Korea relationship. The Ministry
of Uniﬁcation4 approved our “indirect contact”5 for the occasion of the
Venice Biennale, and yet they couldn’t help showing some concerns about
4
Ministry of Uniﬁcation is a South Korean
Governmental department; found in 1969 under the rule of
Park Chung-hee — the father of the current president Park
Geun-hye. The ministry is responsible for working towards
the re-uniﬁcation, promoting inter-Korean dialogue,
exchange and cooperation in various ﬁelds, which includes
policy making, humanitarian work, cultural and industrial
exchanges among many.
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5
Beginning with the “indirect connect,” we were
to instigate possible “direct contact” in the near future.
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편지를 보게 되실 친애하는 백두산건축연구원 건축가분들께,

전시를 위하여 남측에서는 건축학계에 활발히 활동 중이신 교수진으로 구성된 건축전문가 자문위원을 구성하여
한반도의 건축역사를 진지하게 탐구해볼 생각입니다. 하여 북측의 건축전문가분들과 공동으로 전시회가

안녕하십니까? 저는 2014년 이탈리아의 베니스에서 열리는 베니스 건축 비엔날레 한국관의 전시를 책임질

이루어진다면 순수하게 건축적인 언어로 한반도의 통일을 이루는 좋은 기회가 될 것이라 믿어 의심치 않습니다.

커미셔너의 역할을 맡은 서울에서 살고 있는 건축가 조민석이라고 합니다. 이에 관련하여 백두산건축연구원의

더불어 건축예술을 통해 평화를 도모하는 한민족의 전시는 우리의 건축을 통해 세계를 감동하게 할 중요한 역사적

건축가분들께 상의를 드리고자 이 편지를 드립니다.

순간이 될 것입니다.

베니스 비엔날레는 지난 1895년 국제 예술 전시회로 시작하여 격년제로 현 2013년 6월에 55회를

그동안 탁구단일팀으로 국제대회에 참가하는 등 음악, 미술 및 체육적인 교류는 있었지만, 건축적인 교류는

맞이하였고 명실상부 국제 예술 전시회로는 가장 긴 역사의 권위 있는 전시회가 되었습니다. 지난 1975년부터는

없었습니다. 이상이나 정치, 경제가 변화시킬 수 있는 세상이 있다면, 문화적 노력의 한 분야로서 이들과

베니스 예술 비엔날레가 없는 해에 역시 격년으로 베니스 건축 비엔날레가 시작되었고 내년 2014년으로

밀접하게 연계된 건축이 가진 예술성, 기술성, 사회성을 통하여 만들어지는 기여와 진전들도 크게 있어왔다고

14회가 됩니다. 이 행사 역시 세계적인 건축 행사로서 그 규모가 가장 크고 권위 있는 행사가 되었습니다. 베니스

생각합니다. 우리 한반도의 두 나라는 지난 70여 년의 분단 기간 부단히도 각기 건축활동을 통해 이러한 노력을

비엔날레는 예술과 건축의 올림픽과 같은 행사로써 2013년 88개의 국가관들이 참여했고 계속 그 수가 늘어나고

해왔고 자랑스러운 결과물들을 성취하였습니다. 하지만 한 번도 한 자리에서 성과물들과 그 의미를 함께 나눌

있습니다.

수 있는 자리가 없었음을 아쉽게 생각합니다. 이번을 기회로 남측과 북측이 힘을 합해 2014년 베니스 비엔날레

베니스 비엔날레 국제 건축전은 두 가지의 큰 전시로 구성됩니다. 첫째는 주제전으로써 매 회 임명된
전시 총감독이 정한 주제에 맞는 건축가, 건축작품들을 총감독이 직접 초대하여 구성되는 전개입니다. 둘째는

국제건축전에서 공동전시회를 개최한다면 잠시 멈칫했던 우리 민족의 교류의 물고가 다시 트이고 통일을 가늠해
보는 좋은 기회가 되리라 믿습니다.

지아르디니 (공원)에 위치한 국가관들로써 각 국가가 자율적으로 본국을 대표하는 건축의 모습을 보여주는 전시를
구성하게 됩니다. 한국관은 1995년 지아르디니에서 가장 마지막으로 지어진 국가관으로서, 그 자리를 선정 받을

긍정적인 회답을 기대합니다.

때부터 한반도의 통일을 염두에 두고 지어진 것으로 알고 있습니다.
이러한 자리에 남과 북이 함께 한반도 민족의 우수함을 건축작품을 통해 드러내는 전시를 개최하기를
제의합니다.

2013년 11월 4일
제14회 베니스 비엔날레 한국관 커미셔너, 조민석 드림.

내년에 있을 제14회 베니스 비엔날레 국제건축전의 총감독을 맡은 네덜란드 건축가 렘 쿨하스 (Rem

Koolhaas)는 중국 베이징의 CCTV 사옥을 설계한 건축가입니다. 그는 수 많은 저술작업으로 현재 가장
영향력 있는 건축가 중 한 사람이라고 할 수 있습니다. 렘 쿨하스가 내세운 비엔날레 전체 주제는 “기본 (基本,

Fundamentals)”이며, 국가관 주제는 “현대성의 흡수 (Absorbing Modernity): 1914–2014”로, 역사에
초점을 두어 지난 100년간 건축의 진화에 관한 전시를 만들고자 하는 것입니다. 전 지구화, 혹은 국제화에 대한
비판과 희망을 동시에 품고 있는 렘 쿨하스는 각 국가관의 전시를 통해 지난 100년 동안의 건축이 가열차게
단일화된, 현대적인 미학으로 진화해 왔음에도 불구하고, 동시에 각 국가마다 독특하고 특별한 요소와 정신성을
가지고 있어왔고, 국제적인 협력이나 교류가 강력해지는 와중에도 존재를 지속하면서 살아남을 수 있었던 그 진화
과정을 보여주는 것을 목표로 합니다.
한국관에서의 전시를 생각해 볼 때, “현대성의 흡수”의 과정으로 바라본 한반도의 지난 100년은, 첫 31년이
식민 기간이었고, 한국전쟁이 있었으며, 분단의 역사가 있습니다. 그러나 그 와중에도 우리 민족은 한반도의 유구한
전통과 정신을 현대적으로 발전시킨 건축공간을 만드는 데 노력해왔으며, 독자적인 형식과 철학을 담은 건축물들을
각기 만들어 왔다고 생각합니다. 하여 한반도의 지난 100년을 이야기할 때 한반도의 두 나라에서는 건축이
어떠한 양식과 정신을 공유했으며, 어떻게 발전시켜 왔는지를 다루는 것은 매우 중요한 일이라고 여겨집니다. 이에
조선건축가동맹의 건축가님들과 힘을 합하여 한국관의 전시를 공동으로 구상하고 개최할 것을 제의합니다.

Letter to North Korean architects (Korean)
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To whom it may concern,
I am Minsuk Cho, an architect based in Seoul, who will be responsible for the
Korean Pavilion in the 14th Venice Biennale of Architecture, which will happen
mid next year. I am writing in wish of consulting with you about this matter.
Venice Biennale in Italy is a renowned international art festival circa 1895.
happens biannually, making its 55th Biennale in 2013. Venice Biennale is known
to be the most historical and authoritative art exhibition in the world. Since
1975, Venice Biennale of Architecture began holding architecture exhibitions
in the years where the art biennale doesn’t occupy the island of Venice, and
will make its 14th Biennale in 2014. Venice Biennale can be said as the Olympics
of art and architecture, whose participants are 88 countries this year and the
number increases every year.
Venice Biennale of Architecture consists largely in two parts. One is a
themed exhibition, which the appointed directors of each biennale choose
a subject matter, and curate exhibitions inviting relevant architects and
architectural works. The other is the national pavilions in Giardini (Garden),
where each participating countries freely exhibit their representative
architecture. Korean Pavilion is the last independent pavilion built in
Giardini in 1995, and one of the reasons for this is because of the hope that one
day the two Koreas will unite. (The rest of nations, other than the 26 countries
that have their own pavilions, had to re-use pre-existing buildings outside of
Giardini since then.)
Therefore, I hereby propose you to create an exhibition in collaboration of
South and North Korean architects, and to show the excellence of Korean people
through architecture.
The director of the 14th Venice Biennale of Architecture is Rem Koolhaas,
a Dutch architect who designed the headquarter for CCTV in China. With his
countless publications, as well as his architecture, he is considered to be
one the most prominent architects in the world. His theme of the biennale is
“Fundamentals” and the subject matter for the national pavilions is “Absorbing
Modernity: 1914–2014,” seeking to deal with the evolution of architecture over
the past 100 years, focusing on the history of this period. Through national
pavilions, Rem Koolhaas - who is both critical and optimistic on the issues of
globalization – tries to reveal the process of which the architecture of the
past 100 years becomes more and more homogenized, chasing after modernized
aesthetics, while at the same time there always existed unique and singular
national identities and mentalities within each regions, and they survived
from the international exchanges.

When thinking of an exhibition in the Korean Pavilion, the past 100 years
of Korean Peninsula through the process of “absorbing modernity” was that the
first 31 years was occupied by the colonization, then the Korean War, and lastly
we have the history of division. Nevertheless our people have sought to develop
the tradition and mentality of Korean peninsula into modern architectural
spaces, which embody unique forms, reflecting our philosophy. Therefore, I
truly believe that it is paramount to show how the two Koreas have evolved, and
what elements and mentalities we’ve shared along the way, when talking about the
past 100 years of Korean peninsula. For this very reason, I suggest to co-host
and co-plan the exhibition at the Korean Pavilion of 2014, with the architects
of Chosun Architects Alliance.
For the exhibition I conceive a think tank of architectural experts,
consisting professors actively engaged in the architectural scene in South
Korea, in order to seriously study the architectural history from our part. If
we complete this think tank together with the experts in North Korea, it will be
a great chance for us makes a unitary exhibition of the peninsula using purely
architectural language. Furthermore, this exhibition that seeks peace through
architecture will create a historical moment that will move the world’s heart.
For this matter, we, the architects from South Korea, would like to visit
the architectural scene in North Korea, including Baekdusan Architecture
Institute, and discuss about the possibility of this joint exhibition with the
architectural experts in North Korea.
In so far, there has been some exchanges between us in the field of music,
arts or sports, like the united ping pong team, but not in architecture. If
there is a world where ideology, politics or economy make change, I trust that
architecture, as part of the cultural sphere closely linked with all of these
other disciplines, has been also made substantial contributions and progresses
with its artistic, technological and societal approaches. We, people of the
Korean peninsula, have been diligently making architectural achievements
during the 70 years of division. However, I regret that there had not been a
single occasion to share such achievements and its meanings. If we take this
chance to combine our efforts to host a joint exhibition at the 2014 Venice
Biennale of Architecture, I strongly believe that it will once again open the
gate of our people and to foresee the unification.
I look forward to hearing your positive reply.
Commissioner of the Korean Pavilion
in the 14th of Venice Biennale of Architecture,
Minsuk Cho

Letter to North Korean architects (English)
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ﬁg. 7
Yehre Suh, Actor Map of Korea
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the conﬂicting nature of representing the two states together. However,
they were aware of the precedence of Peter Noever — exhibiting the
North Korean artifacts in Europe — and thus supportive of our further
efforts. Despite the quasi-blessing of the South Korean governmental
approval, the only response we were able to obtain via Peter Noever was
neither negative nor positive, leaving us uncertain promises.
A few other remarkable contributions worth noting are the
help offered by institutional organizations like ARKO and the Goethe
Institute in Seoul; both were extremely instrumental when sending the
letters. The chairman of ARKO, Kwon Young-bin, introduced journalist
Lee Yong-jong, who has been reporting on the inter-Korea relations
over more than twenty years.6 Through the correspondence with this
journalist we were able to deliver the letter to a Korean-American
businessman, who then gave it to the architects of Paektusan Academy
of Architecture during his business trip to Pyongyang. This was thus
far the most intimate and closest encounter we could have made; the
architects from the Paektusan proposed a bilateral meeting in late
August 2013, in a hotel room either in Beijing or Shenyang, China, to
discuss the exhibition. We replied back with a concrete date, however the
correspondence lost its momentum along the way. One more attempt was
made via the ofﬁcials of Goethe Institute based in Seoul, who traveled
often to North Korea with their various cultural initiatives. One of the
initiatives was the German Film-Week in Pyongyang in October 2013,
and for this occasion they kindly delivered our letter to the architects of
the Korean Architecture Alliance. This delivery didn’t make any progress
in terms of earning the “will” of their participation in the Biennale as we
hoped, and yet the Goethe Institute’s continuous interest in broadening
the cultural exchange with North Korea has a potency of future
collaborations.
The letter could have traveled only 195 km(121 miles) from Seoul
to Pyongyang. Instead, it marked out expansive trajectories via many
continents of the globe, via China, Europe, as well as the US. Henggil Han, founder of New York based art organization Unify Korea7,
delivered the letter for us whilst preparing his own art exhibition in New
6
President of ARKO Kwon Yong-bin himself
travelled to North Korea several times during the
Sunshine Policy run by the former president Kim Daejung. Sunshine policy, whose allegory borrowed from
Aesop’s fables, was executed to alleviate the conﬂict by
nurturing cultural and economic exchange. Kwon Yong-bin
was able to travel then the president of Joongang Daily,
initiating the inter-Korean reports since the late 1990s.
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7
A New York based art organization that hold
a forum and an exhibition combining the work of artists
from both Korea.

York. Most essentially, Dongwoo Yim a Boston based Korean-Canadian
architect8 linked us with the North Korean councilor at the United
Nations. The communication with the UN councilor was a signiﬁcant
one, as his proposal made an important paradigm shift for us in our
attempt to get North Koreans involved in the Biennale. The councilor
wrote that they recognized that there had hitherto been numerous
invitations from us, and that they would consider participating if a
separate space were provided. We agreed that it was a good proposition
in a sense that it would, at the very least, mark the ﬁrst time for both
states to be presented in a single architecture biennale. From then on,
we began re-directing our attention towards inviting North Korea as a
separate national pavilion in the Biennale.
Sergio Mercuri, the Italian Ambassador based in Seoul9, played
a pivotal role in communicating with the architects of the Paektusan
Academy of Architecture in Pyongyang and also, notably, in reaching out
to Paolo Baratta, the president of the Venice Biennale to make a case for
North Korea’s participation even though it was well passed the deadline.
The circumstance was that President Baratta was open to accepting
North Korea as one of the participating countries, but even with the
Italian Embassy’s persistent call, the North Koreans remained passive
to non-responsive.
It was our last straw to go meet Dr. James Chin-Kyung Kim, the
one and only owner of Pyongyang-Seoul dual (honorary) citizenship10. He
began his business with North Korea when Kim Il-sung — North Korea’s
founding father — was still alive, and undertook building educational
facilities for North Koreans, such as Pyongyang University of Science
and Technology (PUST) in North Korea and Yanbian University of
Science and Technology (YUST) in China adjacent to the North Korean
border. Dr. Kim, this “man between the border,” expressed his frank
opinion after hearing all of our failed attempts, suggesting, “not to waste
our lives” on this impossible task especially under the political climate
of December 2013.11 Given the time constraint we had to go along with
his advice, giving up the curatorial collaboration and moving on to plan
B; an exhibition that was wholly our perspective as South Koreans,
8
Dongwoo Yim is the author of Pyongyang and
Pyongyang After — he later becomes the exhibitor of Crow’s
Eye View: the Korean Peninsula.
9
Francisco Cannito, the ﬁrst secretary of the
ambassador travelled to North Korea himself conducting
numerous encounters.

10
The meeting with Dr. James Chin-Kyung
Kim was arranged with an introduction by Professors
Sae-young Park of Yanbian University of Science and
Technology that Minsuk Cho previously met. Dr. Kim
were able to freely travel to North Korea because of him
being a US citizen, also with a
11
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_Korean_crisis
#Continued_tensions.
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seeking to introduce the comparative architectural attributes during the
modernization process of both North and South Korea.
By that time we were in discussion with the Japan Pavilion whose
commissioner was Kayoko Ota, an ex-AMO architecture historian12, to
co-host a symposium as part of the “Meeting on Architecture” series ran
along the period of the Venice Biennale. The aim of the symposium was
to put Asia’s architectural element “roof” in the context of the “Elements
of Architecture” exhibition, speciﬁcally focusing on its modernization
processes in terms of its material, structural engineering, as well as
symbolic implications. The symposium was scheduled for September
2014, two thirds of the way through the biennale period, which ran
from June to November of the year. Knowing that plan A was not a
success, we still harbored our hope to invite the North Koreans for
this symposium, continuously sending our love-calls via various routes
including our friends in the Goethe Institute. The catalogue of the plan
B exhibition Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula includes a second
letter written by the commissioner Minsuk Cho, revealing his sentiment
after all the disregarded attempts and the lingering hope for a union at
the symposium in the coming fall.
The nonfulﬁllment of the initial aspiration still leaves some
questions at stake. Was it simply an exorbitant ambition? If it is hoped
not to be, then what scenarios were there to create an interesting
dialogue between two Koreas? What kinds of strategies would be
applied in generating the conversation that is about the architectural
modernization of both states, without necessarily pulling out the
discomforting political and economic polarity? Among many possibilities,
the following will introduce two distinct scenarios, which were not
realized in a collaborative manner with North Koreans, but found their
way to be presented during the biennale. Examining each scenario’s
historical background and the imagined tactics, the following text will
seek to probe ways of creating a constructive dialogue between the
architects of the conﬂicting territory.

12
Kayoko Ota was the editor of Rem Koolhaas’
recent publication with Hans Ulrich Obrist, Project Japan:
Metabolism Talks… which became the groundwork for
Venice Biennale’s Japanese exhibition In the Real World,
which highlighted the less known architectural realities of
the metabolism in Japan.
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13
Minsuk Cho brieﬂy noted about such
possibilities in the open letter addressing to the North
Korean architects, which was included at the end of the
Crow’s Eye View catalogue.
14
Kiel Moe, Thermally Active Surfaces in
Architecture (Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press; 1
edition, 2010), p. 54.

Scenario: Floor and Roof
The ﬁrst scenario was to talk about traditional features of architecture
that both Koreas shared for thousands of years.13 Less could go wrong by
sharing a common denominator. The remained tradition, such as Hapkak
roof or ﬂoor heating system Ondol was though to be merited motives.
North and South Korea share approx. ﬁve thousands years of unitary
history, which encounters a sudden halt with the advent of the Korean
War. Among many cultural spheres which had developed each of their
own diverted paths of modernization, architecture had its unique path
of evolution with traditional attributes, which leave us some curious
historical inquiries that can be posed to Korea’s divided situation.
Ondol, the traditional radiant ﬂoor heating system, which dates
from circa 1000BC of the Bronze Age, is originally a hybrid between a
cooking stove and thermal control of the ﬂoor. [ﬁg. 8] In the traditional
Hanok, smoke was used to deliver heat from the kitchen stove to the
horizontal passages underneath the ﬂoor — supported by masonry
piers of bafﬂes — then to a freestanding chimney outside the house to
exhaust.14 Such method was then applied in modern housing in the
early apartment units in the 1960s in South Korea, until the smoke

ﬁg. 8
Ondol system and section of ondol underneath
traditional Hanok
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was replaced by the use of boilers, hydro-coils and electriﬁed thermal
control. Ondol still endures as the very technique to heat the ﬂoors of the
South Korean households today. [ﬁg. 9–10] The smoked Ondol systems
in modern housing in North Korea lasted way longer than in South
Korea, presumably until the 1990s or even to the current days, according
to the testimonies of North Korean defectors.15 It would be, therefor,
problematic to simply measure a technological achievement of the Ondol
in the modern housing. Henceforth it would be better focusing on the
issue as a continued history and the ways in which it was maintained to
this day. There appears to be some movements among the South Korean
scholars, leveraged by the cultural initiatives of the South Korean
government, to include Ondol in the UNESCO world heritage list. When
Frank Lloyd Wright visited Japan to build the Imperial Hotel in 1916,
he witnessed Ondol of Jaseondang which had been moved to Tokyo,
when Seoul was under the colonial rule. Upon his return to the United
States, he applied Ondol system of self-stylized heated ﬂoors in his own
work.16 Given the fact that Ondol’s most ancient archeological relics were
found in current North Korea, Hamkyeongbuk-do, it would be worthy of
a collaborative research on the ways of “living close to the ﬂoor” in the
Korean peninsula.

ﬁg. 10
Korean family living close to the ﬂoor, a stillcut from
One Dream by Hyunsuk Seo, video montage from
North Korean movies

15
Interviews from a cable Television talkshow
“Now On My Way to Meet You,” hosting North Korean
defectors.

16
Minsuk Cho, “Open Letter to Architects of North
Korea,” Crow’s Eye View: The Korean Peninusla exhibition
catalogue (Seoul: Archilife, 2014), p. 226.

ﬁg. 9
[left] Briquette based Ondol ﬂoor in modern housing, 1971
[right] Water-pipe based Ondol ﬂoor in contemporary
housing, 2011
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ﬁg. 11
The Blue House, 1991, Seoul, South Korea

ﬁg. 12
Grand People's Library, 1982, Pyongyang, North Korea

In Korean traditional architecture known as Hanok, the roof
is more than just a sheltering device or an ornamental surplus: it has
a critical role of structurally supporting the wall that surrounds the
building. Rather than compartmentalizing different rooms in a single
unit, what considered a traditional architectural unit is often composed
of assembly of many buildings and pavilions, each of which has its
own function. Since one roof only needed to house a single functional
space, the roof it required to cover wasn’t always massive. However,
the modern lifestyle made western space organization more desirable,
where one could stay indoors when moving around different rooms in a
single building, in which case the roof also had to ﬁnd ways to become
bigger to provide the area that it demanded — and this caused problems.
Modern buildings with Korean traditional roof in both North and
South Korea have been trying to solve such an issue, applying various
interpretations of the structural features of the roof.17 [ﬁg. 11, 12] Hyungjae Lee of Junglim Architecture, the project architect designing the
current presidential executive ofﬁce and ofﬁcial residence, The Blue

House (1991) and the adjacent National Press Center, Chunchukwan
(1990), remarked that it was indeed a challenge to represent Korean
traditional architecture in a modern building — with the imperatives of
both authoritative and graceful national identity. Criticism towards the
Chunchukwan was its roof being Matbae18 rather than Hapkak, which is
a roof shape typology more appropriate for buildings of the royal palaces.
Hyung-jae Lee conceded that he was mesmerized with the elegant roof of
the Grand People’s Library (1982) in Pyongyang, when he had a chance
to visit during the sunshine policy19, as the building succeeded to recreate
a town shape like a pitched roof assembly, by multiplying the Hapkak
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17
Examples of the modern interpretation of the
traditional roof in South Korea could be listed as following:
Suwon Station (1931), Walker Hill Hotel, Seoul; Aum
Duk-moon — dragon conference, French Embassy (1961)
by Kim Joong-up, Kim Swoo Geun’s Buyeo Museum (1967),
Korean Pavilion in New York Exposition by Kim Joong-up
in 1964, Korean Pavilion in Montreal Expo by Kim Swoo
Geun in 1967.

18
Matbae was used for less important function
of the building, also controversy of the semblance of
Japanese architecture.
19
Hyung-jae Lee, as an architect of Junglim
Architecture, was involved in materplanning Pyongyang
University of Science and Technology, and Children's
Hospital in Pyongyang, both of which were funded by
South Korean missionary organization.
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roof and replicating the collective look of traditional rooftops.20 (each roof
correspond with the special organization of ﬂoor plan.) Such roof-focused
discussion was in part staged in public during the Biennale, as Korea
and Japan’s joint symposium entitled “Dragons on the Roof.” It was held
three months after the opening of the Biennale, and as mentioned before,
we tried to bring North Koreans into the discussion but to no avail. Two
curators of the Crow’s Eye View, Changmo Ahn and Hyungmin Pai, had
a chance to elaborate their stances on the modernization of the roofscape in Korea, together with Japanese scholars Shoichi Inoue and Jo
Toda who also contributed to bringing Japanese modernization during
the colonial era to the table. Commentary on each speaker was made by
Chinese scholar Yu Shuishan and Stephan Petermann from AMO, who
had an extensive study on the roof of Yingzao Fashi (an ancient Chinese
State Building Standard in 1103AD), nearly completing the circle of
neighboring countries. [ﬁg. 13]
In the symposium, Changmo Ahn introduced the structural
features of the Korean traditional roof as a “symbolic messenger” during
the modernization. He noted that North Korea’s use of traditional
architectural style was implemented to better communicate with the
people in the 1960s, because the prevailing Soviet style architecture

in cities of North Korea in the 1950s felt rather alienating. Conversely
in South Korea, such traditional features were adopted in major state
buildings only in the 1970s, to legitimatize the state power as well
as to create revenues for tourism. By recounting the genealogy of the
modernization of the traditional roof, Changmo Ahn described the
roof as a political contestation for two Koreas, especially how South
Korea had learned and responded from the North Korean application of
traditional elements into the modern cityscape. Hyungmin Pai, on the
other hand, contextualized the discussion with Rem Koolhaas’ “Elements
of Architecture” exhibition in the central pavilion. He asserted that
dissection of architecture, taking fragments apart from the main body
of what consist a building as a whole, had a dimension of which made
possible to look at architecture in a different way, especially to do with
challenging the preconceived idea. He claimed that there is in effect no
overriding tradition but rather a relationship between the continuing
traditions that are mutually universal. So the evolution of the traditional
roof that was discussed in the symposium, which also was the very
matter we wanted to pose to North Korean architects to be part of the
conversation, brings us to understand that the roof has an aspect of
becoming a bearer of meaning, and a bearer of societal gestures21, not
only in a regional context but also universal.
It is precisely why both fragments of architecture — ﬂoor and
roof — deserve better attention in the architectural history of both
Koreas, because the linkage of inﬂuences is made from and in all
directions. One should still be hopeful that someday the two Koreas will
be able to freely talk about the continuing narrative of the ﬂoor and the
roof altogether.

20
Changmo Ahn, “Seoul and Pyongyang:
Architecture as the Embodiment of World Systems,”
Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula exhibition
catalogue (Seoul: Archilife, 2014), p. 82.

21
Stephan Petermann, comment during the
symposium “Dragons on the Roof”.

ﬁg. 13
Panels of “Dragons on the Roof ” symposium
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Scenario: Two Architects
One other scenario we wished to bring to the discussion with North
Korean architects was the idea of pairing the so-called heroic ﬁgures
of both sides: Kim Swoo Geun and Kim Jong-hui. [ﬁg. 14, 15] These
architects were known for having played signiﬁcant roles in the
urban renewal of Seoul and Pyongyang,22 respectively, contributing to
the crystallization of the two strong state ideologies–capitalism and
communism–as they rebuilt the depleted cities after the Korean War.
Kim Jong-hui, Kim Il-sung’s beloved architect, established the initial
urban planning of Pyongyang in the mid-1950s. Their Soviet Allies,
such as the USSR, East Germany and China, set a benchmark with the
myth of (western) modernism that architecture was a “social condenser,”
and it had a transformative power over society.23 North Korea followed
their model of attributing importance to the construction of ideal
urban infrastructure from very early on. Conversely, South Korea’s
urban renewal began much later, conducted under the long-term rule
of President Park Chung-hee, which began in the mid 1960s; various
grand scale urban projects were tendentiously pushed ahead. Among
the state-driven projects of this period, the 50 m wide and 1.2 km-long
multi-purpose complex Sewoon Sangga (1968) was a groundbreaking
megastructure, which created a new urban axis that cut through the
city. Kim Swoo Geun and Kim Jong-hui, both of them are known to be
the modernist father of each city’s architecture and built environment,
and creating a dialogue between these two ﬁgures seemed a plausible
way to begin a conversation.
If the exhibition had indeed been co-curated by both North and
South Koreans, would the story of the two architects be presented in
different ways than we know of? Would the North Korean architects
have brought a critical approach to the table other than a mere
gloriﬁcation? That may or may not have happened. Despite the limited
access to the North Korean historical archive, we were still able to ﬁnd a
short documentation of Kim Jong-hui from a North Korean database run
by the South Korean Ministry of Uniﬁcation, a propaganda novel The
Morning of Warfront (2005) which has a scene where his name appears,
and a movie about his life Story of an Architect (1988). These scripts
recount peculiar dramas, especially so in his biographic ﬁlm where his
character was utilized to depict how great-minded the leader Kim Ilsung was, often with strangely exaggerated gestures.
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ﬁg. 14
Kim Swoo Geun at the Seoul Olympic Statium, 1984;
photo by Osamu Murai

22
The Korean war didn’t instantly made
Pyongyang the capital of DPRK, it was only in 1972 that
the city of Pyongyang was ofﬁcially marked, as such
after the joint communiqué between the two Koreas of
acknowledging the each side as independent state. Until
then, the ofﬁcial capital city was Seoul expecting the
uniﬁcation of the Korean peninsula. Pyongyang was only a
temporary capital city for the considered due course.

23
Hugh D. Hudson, Blueprints and Blood: The
Stalinization of Soviet Architecture, 1917–1937 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1994), p. 3.
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One other relatively credible source was a version of the story
from South Korean scholar Wang-gi Lee, who found articles from a
journal called Architecture and Construction of the 1960s, from the
Joseon Society24 in Tokyo. Wang-gi Lee described Kim Jong-hui as
Albert Speer for Kim Il-sung, dating their close relationship back to
1945, right after the liberation from Japanese colonial rule. As preceded
in the fascist legacies, architecture was exercised as a means of control
and impetus of economic growth, as well as asserting symbolic pride
of the ruling power. Kim Jong-hui was closely attached to this power,
and was later promoted to the minister of construction as Kim Il-sung’s
government gained stability.
Kim Jong-hui’s early role was to form the Korean Architect’s
Union in 1946 with 300 architects as members. With Kim Il-sung’s
support, he then left for Moscow to further his education in architecture

ﬁg. 15
Still image from “Story of an Architect,” movie portraying
the life of Kim Jung hui.

and urban planning, and stayed until 1951, when he voluntarily came
back to the ﬂaming city of Pyongyang during the Korean War. The story
goes that he had already begun planning the reconstruction of the city
in a basement ofﬁce in the midst of the bombardment, trusting that
Kim Il-sung’s army would undoubtedly win the war. Upon the Armistice
Agreement in 1953, his plan began to ﬁnally be built, implementing the
socialist ideal within the city by expanding new districts and urban axes
on the faint traces of the historical city. The members of the Korean
Architects Union were increased from 300 to 10,000 people, which made
it possible to join the UIA(Union of International Architects) on the
occasion of its 4th Summit in Hague, 1955. (South Korea joins the UIA
during the 9th Summit in Mexico, 1963) The later days of Kim Jonghui are often described miserably; he was relegated to the small town
of Anju due to his aggressive attitude in public. His sudden death at a
construction site in Anju also remains as a mystery. Such demotion of
this character may bring us a plausible possibility for a de-mystiﬁed,
relatively objective assessment of his achievements. In other words,
when the focus is directed to the architect himself, not to their godly
leader, chances may be that they would be able to critically frame his
contribution to the city as an architect.
On the other hand, it would equally be a false judgment that
introducing the South Korean architect Kim Swoo Geun would have
been any easier when jointly curating with the North Korean architects.
It is more likely to be the contrary; the very manner that we address
Kim Swoo Geun on the table would be inﬂuenced strongly by how they
decided to introduce Kim Jong-hui, and thus would entail complications.
Trained as an architect in Tokyo during the Korean War, Kim Swoo
Geun became a virtual state architect of South Korea upon his return
in the early 1960s.25 Apart from the Sewoon Sangga project, there were
quite a few projects that were commissioned by President Park Chunghee, which includes designing the Asia’s anti-communist headquarters,
Freedom Center (1963). Instances like this should be cautiously dealt
with, and perhaps the very act of formulating the history as such may
generate an interesting understand of each other. [ﬁg. 16, 17]
24
Joseon was a Korean kingdom from 14th to 19th
century, and the name was continuously used by North
Koreans when referring to their cultural identity.
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Changmo Ahn, “Seoul and Pyongyang:
Architecture as the Embodiment of World Systems,”
Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula exhibition
catalogue (Seoul: Archilife, 2014), p. 83.
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ﬁg. 16
Still images of One Dream by Hyun-suk Seo, 2014
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ﬁg. 17
Still images of from The Lost Voyage by Hyun-suk Seo
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As an alternative solution for the scenario of comparing these two
ﬁgures, a double-channel video work was produced for the Crow’s Eye
View exhibition in Venice, trying to put the puzzles together from what
we had been able to access. The work was done by artist and ﬁlmmaker
Hyun-suk Seo, in collaboration with one of our curators, Changmo Ahn.
The diptych video installation mirrored the parallel lives of the two,
with testimonies told by South Korean and international architects
and related scholars, as well as North Korean defectors. They were two
separate ﬁlms that didn’t directly interact with each other, and yet they
managed to create an ambiguous dialogue as the voyeurs experienced
the two ﬁlms side-by-side. In the ﬁrst ﬁlm, One Dream, Hyun-suk Seo
depicted Kim Jong-hui as an “obscure hero of the commons”26 who left
legacies beyond the communist principle that deﬁes individualism.
Collaging scenes from the movie Story of an Architect and the interviews
with North Korean defectors who used to live in Pyongyang, as well
as those who were involved in the construction work in various site in
North Korea, Hyun-suk Seo teased out the attention given to this single
ﬁgure Kim Jong-hui as the planner of the city — which today we may
call a “star-architect” — whereas his profession as an architect were
supposed to be a mere technician who realizes the thoughts of the leader.
In the other ﬁlm, The Lost Voyage, Kim Swoo Geun’s Sewoon Sangga is
rendered as an epitome of fallen glory during the early modernization
period in South Korea. Kim Swoo Geun, the ﬁrst generation modernist
architect in South Korea, whose works, which also include many
privately funded projects, have been studied by the architects of the
later generation. However, a few projects highlighted in the Crow’s Eye
View — most of which were state-run projects — were the ones often
obliterated from his legacy. Revisiting the denigrated Sewoon Sangga
within the context of such pairing, the work offered an understanding
of early modernist era of the Korean peninsula. Through these parallel
video works, Hyun-suk Seo managed to create a subtle blurring of the
polemic conditions, by spilling over each of their mode of operating
within the ideologically charged society. As uncompleted the shape of the
gathered puzzles may be, the result of our efforts, to portray the lives of
the two with minimal bias, found its form as a piece of artwork.

Towards Plan B
Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula exhibition was the result of a
combination between a series of diplomatic endeavors and imagined
scenarios. Many of these initial struggles met perpetual failures, and the
accompanied hypothetical conversation openers, such as roof and ﬂoor,
and two monumental architects of each state, could only be verbalized in
each of their alternate version. The impossibility of direct contact with
North Koreans, the very frustration of not being able to achieve this
near-fantasy goal seemed to make us more obsessively probe and expand
our web of tentacles, seeking to re-activate the inertia of architectural
dialogue between two Koreas in an utmost expansive way. The anxiety
of the unachievable came to be one of the core strategies in constructing
the narrative of the plan B exhibition, as if applying a Surrealist
critical paranoid method: a fantasy as driving force for activating a
new reality; the method of which Rem Koolhaas himself once praised.27
This constructive paranoia was bolstered by two major conditions that
the exhibition was staged. One is the authoritative status of the Venice
Biennale, the most historical and highly visited architecture exhibition
in the world, which functioned as a perfect decoy when reaching out the
governmental ofﬁcials and diplomats, making the case for the exhibition
to be more than a mere representation of existing architectural reality.
Such a spotlighted stage of international contest allowed and secured
the projective attitude, propagating the non-existent and unprecedented
reality, with a plausible promise to solve the problem — which was, in
this case, the inertia of any architectural dialogue between two Koreas.
The other condition was the architecture exhibition as a genre of
platform. The useful quality of this is, arguably, the exhibition being an
inviting ground to test and experiment, letting different entries intersect
and provoke each other, without mandating a cohesive conclusion. This
was convenient in a sense that it could also mean that a conclusive
political stance may not be equally obliged. Shedding the uncomfortable,
a conscious editing of the ways in which different interests were
instrumentalized during the process of developing the exhibition, whose
26
Hyung-suk Seo, “Utopias in Two,” Crow’s Eye
View: The Korean Peninsula exhibition catpaouge (Seoul:
Archilife, 2014), p. 92.
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Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York (New York:
The Monacelli Press, Inc., 1994), p. 237.
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ultimate goal was to conjure up a different reality. As such, a seemingly
apolitical attitude was strategically employed in order to create a
political activation.
All of the communicative failures and unattempted scenarios,
therefore, nurtured the critical paranoia of Crow’s Eye View: the Korean
Peninsula, plan B exhibition. The performative quality of this exhibition,
its emphasis on the action making as its resource hunting, resulted
in various forms of collaborative relationships. Architects, scholars,
artists, collectors, and curators, as well as businessmen, journalists, and
diplomats, all of whom initially were our agents of communication with
North Korean architects, became the exhibitors of the plan B exhibition.
Henceforth the contents of plan B exhibition resonated with the
aforementioned endeavors of the political fronts, as well as each of their
own expertise, which enabled such communication in the ﬁrst place.
In seeking a growing rapprochement between the two Koreas through
architecture, Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula worked towards a
fantasy of being a good host by never partying alone28, and bringing as
many friends as possible. [ﬁg. 18]

28
Ilka & Andreas Ruby, Interview Relay,
conducted by Jihoi Lee, Max Lauter, Javier xx

ﬁg. 18 [1]
Images of Crow’s Eye View Exhibition in Venice
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ﬁg. 18 [2]
Images of Crow’s Eye View Exhibition in Venice
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Part 2

UNDERSTANDING
KOREAN
ARCHITECTURE

The most prominent rationale behind the unreached plan A — the
joint exhibition by two Koreas, admittedly, involved our unconscious
ignorance and, to a degree, even rejection of the foundational ideology of
the North Korean society. Perhaps to ﬁt the aspiration for our fantasmic
“common ground,” a hasty assumption may have been exerted as if
measuring the architectural achievements of both states was something
to be desired. However, the assumption was conﬁrmed not to be the case.
What, then, were we missing? The following text will try to read some
of the key concepts of North Korean society’s urban conﬁguration that is
unique to its philosophical ontology. In explaining some of the operative
concepts of the architectural environment in North Korea, I endeavor
here to reﬂect on operative forces within the architectural community
there and to further envision a better form of dialogue.
The major source for the following text was the extensive
collection of North Korean publications including Korean Architecture
magazine in the C.V. Starr East Asian Library in Columbia University.
The relative freedom in terms of accessibility to North Korean materials
and voice-making in the US enabled the following research, as opposed to
the Information Center on North Korea — a South Korean governmentrun research center where a special permission is needed in order to
browse, but one is not permitted to scan any materials. Internet contents
on North Korea are equally limited and protected by the South Korean
security law, thus one can only gain free access by browsing outside
of legal territory. Moreover, to a degree, voice-making on the issues of
North Korea is a sensitive matter in the South and is likely to call forth
a repulsive reaction as one comments beyond the general consensus:
total objection to the North Korean society.

Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula, Press Releases
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Juche Architecture: the Art of Self-Reliance
“Architects and Engineers should always think of the people. Since you
are the elites born and raised among the common people, you must not
forget the interest of the people for a moment with every single aspect
of your practice.”29 Kim Il-sung’s statement on March 26th, 1954, during
the National Conference of Architects and Engineer became the keynote
for the architects when rebuilding the city after the war. Depleted
North Korea was the country in which the concept of egalitarian life
was supposed to be materialized in architectural terms. Kim Il-sung
asserted that in order to fully service the people, architects should
eliminate the remnant of old ideology in their heads and be armored
with the virtuous progressive thinking. They equated the “progressive
thinking” with Juche ideology, [ﬁg. 19] North Korea’s seminal campaign
based upon the idea that human being owns and decides on things and
matters in the world, for and by oneself. Juche, translated as “selfreliance,” is a philosophical core in North Korea that is believed to guide
concrete methodologies and directions to actualize the needs and wills of
the people.30 Juche is a concept distinctively unique to North Koreans,
whereas South Korean way of progress tended to be more oriented
towards learning from capitalist economic operation in the developed
world and heavily relied on the international networks of such operation.
Conversely, even though the entire nation of North Korea running under
the absolute authority of the hallowed founding father, its people were
considered more than the object of revolution but as co-creators of a new
industrialized environment that is deeply rooted within their cultural
identity.
In such way, the history of the North Korean architectural
modernism reveals the desires of transforming the society in harmony
with the determination of its population to preserve cultural certainties
from the past. This awareness was beginning to shape the very nature
of Pyongyang’s built environment by selectively combining traditional
features mixed with advanced building techniques learned from the
developed countries.
29
Kim Il-sung, Kim Il-sung Anothology, Vol. 8,
(Pyongyang: Korean Workers Party Publishing House), pp.
352–3.

30
Hwang Jae-pyong, “The Immortal Substance
that Provided Leader’s Guide to Juche Architecture,”
Korean Architecture, 1994 Vol. 2, p. 2.

ﬁg. 19
Juche Tower, from Korean Architecture magazine, 2004 Vol. 2
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Urban Axis as Ideological Motif

Among the architectural heritages bestowed by our
forebears, we should abolish the decadent and reactionary
elements to socialism but trace the things that are
progressive and for the people. Those constituents
must be critically acceded and developed of regard to
the contemporary needs of the people, so that even the
architecture of other countries should be embraced in
accord with our people’s daily emotion and taste. As such
we can build beautiful houses, cities and countries that
correspond the graceful landscape, climate conditions,
and lifestyle of Korea. This means that one must adhere
to the class-conscious and historical principals of Juche
in order to create new kinds of architecture that combines
the ethnic and national characteristics as well as
contemporary elements.31
Architectural vision of progress, in this sense, should express a deﬁnite
ideological content that bears a social character, sensation, and emotional
effect to call forth the feelings bound up with Juche. By being “emotionally
saturated” with Juche, architecture became both objective and subjective
carrier of a particular social idea and feeling. The irony of Juche is that
as much as one has sought to apply the agreed-upon social character that
seems to suggest the bottom-up way of thinking, in reality, this mode of
operation has been running in parallel with the authoritarian campaign
that has gloriﬁed the pseudo-monarchy of the nation’s founding father
and his family. It seems that the way the North Korean authority
chose to tighten the gap between the two is to implement the idea that
the leadership is benevolent to the people, hence they share the same
goal. By proclaiming “the building of North Korean style socialism,”
they demonstrated a determination to become economically and
politically self-sufﬁcient. This meant that politically North Koreans are
independent even to a degree from the Soviet allies, by putting forth the
ethnic priority over the heritages of Russian revolution and socialism.
Immersed in nationalism in such way, the appropriate power of central
state organs were conﬁgured as sovereign state and this process became
more and more audacious with two successions of leaderships since Kim
Il-sung. The ways in which the sovereign power had demonstrated itself
within the built environment and urban conﬁguration was nonetheless
non-linear and multi-faceted as much as this secluded ideology had
survived retaining and maximizing their labor and resources within the
restraints of self-reliance.
50

In North Korea, density was the least matter to consider when deciding
the scale of architectural conﬁnement of the city. Instead, the focus
was oriented towards the visual effectiveness, often demonstrated as
spectacular scale urban infrastructures. In order to gain total control
over people and their lives, the notion of centrality is often mentioned
as an ideal form of operation. It is, however, not to mean merely a
physical concentricity, but more of a governing relation symbolically
represented as urban axis. Such a line of thought, not strictly systematic
yet nonetheless discernable, had emerged from Kim Jong-hui’s post-war
Pyongyang reconstruction plan in the early 1950s. [ﬁg. 20] It initiated
the notion of centrality with a new urban axis that performs till this
day. Pyongyang’s ﬁrst main axis started from the central station leading
to Moran Hill and the Arch of Triumph. [ﬁg. 21] Along the axis, at the
foot of Mansu Hill is the 75,000 m2 Kim Il-sung Square, exhibiting the
power of the regime at the heart of the city, e.g., staging various kinds
of propaganda parades. At the center of the square is the Grand People’s
Library, ﬂanked by the Korean Central History Museum and the Korean
Art Gallery on each side, facing across the square. Ministry Buildings
and other spectacular monuments, mixed with residential and service
facilities, are laid out across this central axis. Places of learning such as
the library and the history museum at the epicenter of the axis reveal
the existential perception of this sovereign state. [ﬁg. 22] The benevolent
grace of the leading father and his people as grantors of all the good
achievements they were honorably participated.
A series of articles in Korean Architecture magazine continued to
note the signiﬁcance of urban axis and its role. They concluded that the
axis should be deﬁned by the relationship between buildings and their
functions rather than topographic conditions. Henceforth what forms
the urban axis is the union of operative buildings whose roles are to
supervise and manage the society, expressing the ruling ideology and its
hierarchy i.e. prioritization towards the working class. Such relational
axis offers guideline for the future development and becoming a useful
31

Ibid., p. 3.
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ﬁg. 20
Kim Jong Hui, Pyongyang Reconstruction Plan,
May 21, 1951

ﬁg. 21
Bird’s eye view of Kim Il-sung Square and Victory Street,
built upon the masterplan of Kim Jong-hui, 1953–60

reference point for harmony and conformity, as well as diversity when
it comes to adding new architectural expression to the city.32 As such,
the notion of urban axis and its operative centrality seem to function as
cognitive mechanisms leading up to the city’s endless expansion while
strictly securing the state ideology. In this way, uniqueness of each
building and resulted ostensible pluralism in terms of architectural
expression could be understood as an encouraging attitude within the
axial compounds of the city.

32
Kim Yong-jin, “Some Ways of Creating
Afforestation in Towns,” Korean Architecture, 2004 Vol. 3,
p. 33.
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ﬁg. 22
Kim Il-sung Square, Pyongyang, photo taken in 2010,
courtesy of the Foreign Languages Publishing House,
Pyongyang
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Garden City Pyongyang
As much as North Korean cities leave open the possibility of continuous
development and expansion those cities are still limited by the
authorities’ deliberate control of surrounding lands to establish green
areas. (In contrast, urban growth in capitalistic system would be
unchecked and subject to real estate speculation.) Take Pyongyang, for
instance. Its urban planners consciously inserted green areas within
central urban environment. Rather than setting up a green belt, or “ribbon
city,” on the peripheral zone, the authorities regulate minimum green
area as 30 m2 per capita. By comparison, the required green areas per
capita33 in other major cities are signiﬁcantly smaller (e.g., Seoul 8.48
m2, New York 18.6 m2, London 26.9 m2 and Paris 11.6 m2 34). Moreover,
because Pyongyang’s green area is required to be within 5 km radius35 of
each resident, the green areas are more dispersed and ubiquitous than in
other cities.
Among North Korean urban planners, the idea of green areas is
an important concept because it is believed to serve the state ideology
and accentuate the revolutionary atmosphere throughout the city. [ﬁg.
23–26] Most of the small parks and green areas are located around Kim
Il-sung and Kim Jong-il’s statues or other propaganda monuments.
Landscaping and vegetation, consequently, is connected to gracefulness
and veneration, and as such, each plant species is chosen carefully to
highlight the central monument.36
On the other hand, the primary criteria for the placement of
street trees is much more pragmatic. Resourceful trees such as pine,
ginkgo, walnut, chestnut, and apricot are preferred as they provide
food and fuel for neighboring residents. This results in creating unique
microenvironments with a variety of plants on each street. It is a way
to reduce the dependency of the city on the villages as the source of raw
materials and it is analogous to the very tactic that was once exercised
during the Russian social reform. One could also ﬁnd its genealogy in
Ebenezer Howard’s concept of the “Garden City.”37 According to Howard,
the city could be improved if its relationship to the village is intertwined,
33
Lee Hae-bun, Song Sung-ho, “Method of
Calculating Green Areas for Urban Environment,” Korean
Architecture, 2003 Vol.1, p. 43.
34
“Statistics of Urban Greenery,” Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport, October 18th, 2013,
December. http://www.molit.go.kr/USR/policyData/
m_34681/dtl?id=69.
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ﬁg. 24
Pyongyang City Center

ﬁg. 23
Booksae District, view from Ryugyong Hotel

35
Lee Hae-bun, “Method of Calculating Green
Areas for Urban Environment,” p. 44.
36
Kim Yong-jin, “Some Ways of Creating
Afforestation in Towns,” Korean Architecture, 2004 Vol. 3,
p. 33.
37
David Schuyler, introduction to From garden
city to green city : the legacy of Ebenezer Howard, Edited
by Kermit C. Parsons, and David Schuyler (Baltimore :
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), p. 8.
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ﬁg. 25
Lush throughout the city of Pyongyang
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ﬁg. 26
North Korean Workers Party Monument, view from
Mansudae
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especially when it comes to employment, health, and education.38 In some
ways, Pyongyang incorporates some of Howard’s cooperative socialist
philosophies to be able to sustain of its own.
Pyongyang’s urban planning resembles Greek polis as it creates
an enclave and pushes self-sufﬁcient economy. The condition of insularity
is a political concern as it mutually affects the city’s economic decisions;
distribution of resources and labor, as well as its efﬁcient management.
The economy is tantamount with politics in this context, to meet the
needs of self-reliance. Balancing the work-life relationship on a daily
basis is thus considered important. Professions and social status deﬁne
residential type and locations, and their work places are adjacent to their
homes. The state not only provides residence but also all amenities to
manage the labor. These not only include factories and schools, but also
services like hair salons, bookstores or stationary stores. Restaurants are
usually built in large scale with spacious halls, because they equally are
state-run “service facilities” for the workers.
This is a reiteration of early Russian social reform that shared a
similar kind of communization of daily activities, which embedded the
idea of emancipating women within the nature of “socialist” family. [ﬁg.
27] Vladimir Lenin declared that “the real liberation of women, the real
communism, will begin only when and where begins the struggle (led by
the proletariat which derives its power from the State) against this petty
domestic economy or, more accurately, with a massive restructuring of
our economy into a large-scale socialist one.”39 The early revolutionary
period of Russia conﬁrmed that the aspiration of restructuring the
everyday in the form of housing and its service facilities was conductive
to socialist consciousness. North Korea equally followed that legacy,
by systemizing state-run nurseries across residential areas. [ﬁg. 28]
History tells us that, however, the success of various of kinds of social
organization, either in the form of optimizing the economy and labor
learned from the Garden City, or freeing women from domestic life,
is judged by its sustainability. The paradox of Socialism adopting the
sentiment of deeply rooted Confucian culture meant the co-existence
of the desire of class abolition while at the same time respecting social
38
Sam Jacob, “A Clockwork Jerusalem,”
Exhibition Catalogue for British Pavilion for the 2014
Venice Biennale (London, The Vinyl Factory, 2014), p. 9.
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N. A. Miliutin, Sotsgorod: The Problem of
Building Socialist Cities (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
1974), p. 74.

ﬁg. 27
Still cut from One Dream, video montage of North Korean
moving image and interviews by Hyun-suk Seo
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Dongwoo Yim, Residential Development in Pyongyang,
2014; produced in collaboration with Rafael Luna and
Chong Ho
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ﬁg. 28 [2]
Dongwoo Yim, Residential Development in Pyongyang,
2014; produced in collaboration with Rafael Luna and
Chong Ho
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ﬁg. 29 [1]
Marc Brossa, Seoul Apartments, 2014
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ﬁg. 29 [2]
Marc Brossa, Seoul Apartments, 2014
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strata and hierarchy. The confusing ideal of socialist family in North
Korean didn't radically change the status of women per se. The same
idea that played out in the Soviet Union shows us the failure of altering
behavioral modes in domestic lives. Despite of their incessant Juche
clamor, the downfall of fellow communist nations made it difﬁcult to
keep up with the utopian dream. The shut down of Soviet nations, and
the resultant economic plummeting affected the daily lives of the North
Korean people, including various industrial productions and food supply.
The alerted North Koreans began putting more efforts on deifying their
own regime and ideological propagation through media. Architecture,
for the occasion, played a critical role that promoted the excellent
achievements of the sovereign nation.

Architecture as Media
Korean Architecture [ﬁg. 30] was ﬁrst published in 1991 under the
auspices of Kim Jong-il, who soon after became the successor after his
founding father. It was around the time of the “arduous march” when
North Korea faced a painful famine after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
One might describe it as an odd déjà-vu from the legacy of his father who
envisioned a new Pyongyang city planning as a breakthrough during the
heat of the Korean War. It also recalls the time of the Russian avantgarde intellectuals in the 1920s, how the technological backwardness
created the inverse consequence of stimulating theoretical discourses.
The exigencies that North Korea faced at that time brewed all kinds of
propaganda machines that would hold on to the very ontological question
of their nation state amidst the falling of other communist regimes.
Launching an architecture magazine as a state propaganda during the
country’s major starvation seems to prove that architecture was believed
to be an excellent tool that drove people’s aspirations for a better life.
The magazine was produced by Korean Architects Union and
still is one of the magazines in which the government invests the most in
North Korea. The magazine always has full color covers on matte paper,
and the interior pages are mixed with recycled papers for text-oriented
pages and relatively thick papers for portfolio type colored pages. The
cover page always begins with a praising phrase such as “the great
leader Kim Il-sung will always be with us,” or “we wish the best health
for our commander and comrade Kim Jong-il.” The magazine ﬁnds its
legitimacy by glorifying Kim’s family either in a form of canticle [ﬁg.
31], or inserting a quote from Kim Il-sung speaking highly of his son
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ﬁg. 30
a cover of Korean Architecture

ﬁg. 31
a hymn score in Korean Architecture
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Kim Jong-il with images of monuments. Recently this has continued for
the third successor Kim Jong-un. The religious tonality of the magazine
conﬁrms how designing their built environments are addressed as a
teleological propagation in this society. Such appraisals are prevalent
in every article in the magazine, seeking to meet the goals and
instructions bestowed by the great leaders. Architects do not challenge
this ontological mode of operation regardless of technological progress
and their gradual overture towards the rest of the world. Segments
of Kim’s speeches are almost always quoted to legitimize any kinds of
architectural discourse appearing in Korean Architecture magazine.
All architects should promote new kinds of revolution in
every part of architectural creation; in public architecture,
urban design, and rural and industrial development, visà-vis ever expanding architectural contemporaneity of
constructional revolution and elevated lives of the people.40
Kim Jong-il’s words like above were to be held aloft “with their lives” as
a core spirit of their political and ethical motivation. All architectural
achievements were believed to be the bounden and loyal return to the
state party’s expectation, which was to be self-reliant, militantly antiAmerican, and technologically advanced. How would one combine a
desire for ultimate independence and meet the contemporary global
standards at the same time? It required a highly imaginative approach to
overcome the inherent resource deﬁciencies and contradictory conditions.
Kim Jong-il found the answers by instructing architects of the
union to actively engage in various discursive practices, e.g., scholarly
symposiums, lectures, workshops, ﬁeld trips, competitions, and
exhibitions, in order to “broaden their horizon and heighten their talent”
from within.41 They decided on May 21st as National Architect’s Day.
Selected schemes of a nation wide competition are exhibited each year,
accompanying an architects’ convention. [ﬁg. 32] The nominated entries
were exhibited in three different scale categories: 1) urban planning
schemes such as micro-regional plans, 2) contemporary architectural
40
Korean Architects Union, “Congratulatory
Message,” Korean Architecture 2004 Vo. 2, p. 2.

41
Kim Jong-il, Kim Il-sung Anthology, Vol. 11,
(Pyongyang: Korean Workers Party Publishing House,
1981), p. 276.

ﬁg. 32
5.21 National Architects Day Exhibition and Convention
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proposals like urban and rural housing, and 3) programmatic
achievements like new algorithmic and arithmetical analysis and
software design. Three-dimensional digital renderings began appearing
in the exhibitions in the mid 2000s, but the majority of the schemes are
Photoshop collage or often drawn in acrylic paintings. The proposed
schemes tend to bare artistic expressions, contributing to the more
plastic and ideological image making.
The original acrylic drawings introduced in the Crow’s Eye
View exhibition offered a glimpse of similar routines that North Korean
architects exercised for the National Architect’s Day. Twelve selected
renderings [ﬁg. 33] were commissioned to imagine new architecture
projects for the future of North Korean tourism if tourists were
commonplace and there were no limitation on resources. The selection
included a mobile home like Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxionian house
colorfully saturated like the Jetsons, smooth edged pink boudoir interior
of a hotel room overlooking lush greeneries, high-tech, low energy
consuming artisans’ commune with upcycling blue solar panels, and so
on. These outcomes may have been slightly pushed and exaggerated from
their usual schemes — given the unusual condition of the commission
which was not by the state but by a friendly personal request–but we
can still question the level of fantasy that one could dream of when the
opportunities were given. Likewise, one could question if their comfort
zone could ever be pushed for new kinds of imagination if these kinds
of platforms were perpetually provided each year with architectural
contestation, discussion, exhibition, etc. From the state’s perspective
it could be safe to say that all these heterogeneous attempts are valid
as long as the practioners adhere to the highly religious mindset that
the state promotes, because they conjure illusions of abundance and
freedom. Leaving the ultimate authorship of all of their practices to the
“great leader,” new ideas and technologies are assessed and practiced in
concert with the national identity deeply rooted within the existential
matters of Juche. Various discursive practices that Korean Architecture
magazine features suggest that their mode of operation is ironically both
porous and impermeable at the same time. It maybe impossible to share
their fundamental standpoint and ethical issues to the outside world,
but it may be possible to tease out common interests at least with South
Koreans: new, original and profoundly Korean.

ﬁg. 33
Architects from Paektusan Academy of Architecture, 2011,
acrylic on paper; commissioned by Nick Bonner
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Architectural Deviation
Reviving traditional architectural features in contemporary buildings
is a shared phenomenon in both North and South Korea. If such desire
was made visible in the subconscious level in South Korea, it was
taken seriously in the public domain among the Architects Union in
the North. North Koreans believed architecture should represent the
national, ethnic, and regional identity, concretizing the “national form”42
through built environment. The apotheosis of discussion was during the
post-war urban renewal period in the 1950s. The trauma of Japanese
colonial rule43 — and the peninsula being a continued battleground of
the opposing allies of the US-USSR — haunted the spirit of recuperating
the lost identity through the means of immediate visibility. It was an
awareness rose from within, against many of the initial urban renewal
projects done in neo-classical style, due in large part to the construction
aided by the Soviet allies and architects trained in Russia. [ﬁg. 34–37]
These European inﬂuences on newly built buildings in the city were

ﬁg. 35
View of a post-war street in Pyongyang;
photo by Chris Marker, Koreans, Untitled #12, 1957

42
Minchok (민족) can be translated as a
combination of “national” as well as the Korean “ethnicity.”
It is widely translated as “national” but a nuance that
gloriﬁes the Korean tradition should also be noted.

43
Seoul Station (1925) and Japanese General
Government Building (1937) are the outcome of Japanese
architects collaborating with German fascism of the time.

ﬁg. 34
An engineer showing a drawn rendering of Kim Il-sung
University to construction workers in Pyongyang; photo by
Vladimir Goudkov, 1947
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ﬁg. 36
Girl running through Kim Il-sung Square;
photo by Chris Marker, Koreans, Untitled #16, 1957
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ﬁg. 37
Workers and students of Pyongyang celebrate today’s
happiness, dancing and singing in Kim Il-sung Square;
photographer unknown, ca. 1960
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considered alienating in a sense that, on the one hand, they purged the
regional sensibility, and on the other, they reminded the North Korean
people of the western style architecture once built by the Japanese
architects during their occupation.
The discussion of recuperating tradition in urban environments
was ignited with a speech made by Kim Il-sung in 1954. Kim Il-sung
remarked “the utmost important mission of the postwar recovery was
assigned to the architects to create a new architectural environment,
by justly evaluating the forefathers’ architecture as well as reviving
the national (ethnic) traits in accordance with the contemporary
esthetics.”44 This instruction was persistently quoted among North
Korean architectural discourse and most notably in his son’s treatise On
Architecture (1992) by Kim Jong-il.
Pyongyang Grand Theatre (1960) [ﬁg. 38] is considered the ﬁrst
building following the instruction of bearing de-Stalinized “national
traits,” designed by Kim Jong-hui under the direct guidance of Kim

ﬁg. 39
International Friendship Exhibition

ﬁg. 40
Grand People’s Library

Il-sung. The roof was the most conspicuous element of traditional
application in this building, by featuring symmetrically assembled
Hapkak roofs. On each end of the frontal elevation are small gazebo
roofs giving weight to the extended edges, accentuating the building’s
horizontality. Pyongyang Grand Theatre is located at the west end of the
city’s central axis Victory (Seungri) Street alongside the Taedong River.
The surrounding buildings become subordinate to the theatre’s excess of
the traditional roof-scape, making the building be the focal point of the
boulevard as is the Hausmannian Place de l’Opera in Paris. In his Article
“On materialization of national identity in urban planning, ” Lee Jae-sun
echoed Kim Il-sung’s remark on the national trait by praising how the
Pyongyang Grand Theatre managed to maintain artistic quality of the
building by placing national characteristics on the riverside, creating an
excellent conformity with the contemporary city planning.45 They were
convinced that the function of traditional attributes extended to the scale
of the city, as a political indicator that stood on the carefully located place
that accentuated the state’s promotional imagery. The expressiveness
of the traditional roof had been reiterated in many buildings across the
state, reaching its peak on the International Friendship Exhibition (1978)
[ﬁg. 39] and the Grand People’s Library (1982). [ﬁg. 40]
44
Hwang Jae-pyong, “The Immortal Substance
that Provided Leader’s Guide to Juche Architecture,” p. 3.

45
Lee Jae-sun, “How to Express National Traits
in Urban Planning,” Architecture and Construction (1967
Vol.2), p. 44.

ﬁg. 38
Pyongyang Grand Theatre
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On the other hand, a slight turn of this direct application of
tradition is also observable in the later years. The roof of Taekwondo Hall
(1992) [ﬁg. 41] is a good example that goes beyond a mere emulation of
the traditional roof, by structurally reinterpreting the form with much
simpliﬁed curvature. Here, the mass of the roof was made with a lighter
structure using a truss system inside. The intricacy of the ornamental
attributes of the traditional building was abstracted in Taekwondo Hall,
so that the traditional motifs like roof shape and exterior pillars on the
ground ﬂoor did not disturb the contemporary language of the building.
The Taekwondo Hall was built on the Chungchun (Youth) Street; the main
street of the Sports Village often described to be constructed for the 1989
World Festival of Youth and Students in North Korean media. A striking
background story to this Sports Village project was that it was conceived
with more ambition than simply hosting the Youth Festival — the only
recurring communist-block event of the time. Since Seoul was awarded
to host the 1988 Olympics by the International Olympic Committee in
1981, North Korea had insisted to co-host the Olympics with Pyongyang.
Since the international communities rejected the North Korea’s proposed
“Pyongyang-Seoul Olympics” bid, the North Korean authority instead
hosted the Communist friendly Sports Event the next year to make use
of the facilities. Stadiums and gymnasiums built during this time seem
less concerned about representing the tradition, but rather meeting the
“global standard,” e.g., Ice Rink (1980) [ﬁg. 42] which is oddly reminiscent
of the work of Oscar Niemeyer, or May Day Stadium (1989) [ﬁg. 43–44]
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ﬁg. 41
Taekwondo Hall
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ﬁg. 42
Ice Rink
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ﬁg. 43
May Day Stadium
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whose orientation is more focused on its unique shape and scale: the
rhythmical and graceful arch like the shape of petals and massiveness of
the stadium, which allows 150,000 seats. (Seoul Olympic Stadium could
only host up to 100,000.)
Upon the succession of Kim Jong-Un in 2011, this young leader
in his early 30s often summoned architects to command them to build
more venues for the international visitors in North Korea, such as
leisure parks, ski resorts and hotels, as well as airports. [ﬁg. 45–47] To
legitimize the unprecedented third generational monarchy that never
happened in any socialist country, boosting the achievements of the
new leader seemed necessary. The Songdowon International Children’s
Camp (reopened in 2014) in Wonsan recently became a center of
attention among the international media, by hosting a summer camp
with children of countries around the world–including Ireland, Nigeria,
Mexico and Mongolia. The major renovation of the Wonsan Airport is
being undertaken with a scheme designed by Hong Kong based ﬁrm
PLT Planning and Architecture Ltd. with Lithuanian architect Karolis
Kazlauskas.46 Their willingness to be connected with the rest of the world
seems evident, and yet the ways they conduct such operation is still
bounded to their realpolitik. The level of diplomacy towards openness
is carefully guided within the context of their constructed environment.
North Korea discreetly builds friendship with their trusted allies. As
much as the connectivity is inevitable, the attitude remains protective.
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46
Even though the North Korean authority once
approved, it is unclear if the scheme will be realized.
http://www.nknews.org/2013/07/wonsan-airport-projecton-hold-due-to-political-instability/

ﬁg. 44
Painting and Linocut prints depicting the construction
of May Day Stadium; Kim Pyeong-gil, The Fatherland
Will Never Forget the Soldiers, 1989, linocut; Kim Dalhyon, Construction of May Day Stadium, 1988, linocut; Ji
Dong-seok, Construction of May Day Stadium, 1988, ink
painting
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ﬁg. 45
Songdowon International Children’s Camp

ﬁg. 46
Masikryong Ski Resort

ﬁg. 47
Karolis Kazlauskas and PLT Planning & Architecture
Ltd., Wonsan Airport, renderings, 2012
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TRAVELLING
CROW’S EYE VIEW

Admitting the utopian dimension of co-hosting the biennale together
between two Koreas, I would argue the exhibition triggered various
levels of questions on the issues of architectural modernism in the
Korean peninsula. Unlike the involuntary modernism of South Korea
that most of the other Asian countries had experienced with the logic
of capitalism, the stark difference in approaching architecture and
its raison d’être of North Korean Juche conﬁrms the incongruent
condition of the exhibition’s hypothesis. From the urban scale concerns
such as ideological urban axes as operative tool of the city, as well as
the so-called garden city urban management, optimizing labor forces
by liberating women via public infrastructure, to architectural scale
concerns like expressions of nationality and its dissemination through
various kinds of architecture’s meditative platforms; the ostensible
similarities of both Korean architectures represented in the exhibition
in effect could only touch on the surface level and thus couldn’t help but
hover around a demagnetized ﬁeld due precisely to their very ontological
differences. Is it even possible to access this religious mindset through
a secular lens? Perhaps without any political consensus, a peaceful
dialogue that satisﬁes the both parties may not be so attainable.
This holds true not only to the secluded attitude of the North
Koreans, but also to the South Koreans when it comes to making decision
on national security. Upon the closing of the exhibition in Venice, Arts
Council Korea Museum invited us with good intension of introducing the
golden lion winning exhibition to the South Korean audience. [ﬁg. 48–49]
The home coming exhibition of Crow’s Eye View in Seoul (March 2015)
wasn’t entirely free in terms of it having to go through the process of
formal inspection from the National Intelligence. It was because showing
some of the North Korean contents was considered as a challenge. One
the one hand, since the ARKO is a governmental institution under the
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, the decision of the museum
could be interpreted as the cultural agenda of the South Korean
government. On the other had, the concern was whether or not the
audience was comfortable and ready to accept the level of balance the
exhibition strived to maintain; vandalism by right wing extremists was
particularly one of the concerns.
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ﬁg. 48
Posters of Crow’s Eye View: The Korean Peninsula for
Venice Biennale and for the ARKO Museum
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ﬁg. 49
Crow’s Eye View: the Korean Peninsula at ARKO museum,
Seoul, South Korea
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The South Korean National Intelligent Service collected the full
list of exhibition items of the Crow’s Eye View exhibition and marked
out the items that could be problematic. Even though the censorship
didn’t seem to exceed more than a perfunctory level, the main issue of
concern was the items that inadvertently contained Juche elements.
We were asked to omit a photograph of the exhibition curated by Peter
Nover, which contained a model of Juche Tower [ﬁg. 50], as well a
few propaganda posters whose slogans appeared to suggest the Juche
ideology [ﬁg. 51]. What deﬁned the level of Juche saturated content was
not entirely clear, but this process proved how the term Juche created
automatic repulsion in South Korea. Thus any representation of it
should not be publicly shared due to the military hostility between the
two states.

ﬁg. 50
Omitted work for ARKO Museum; Architectural model, the
Tower of Juche; drawings and photos of different projects
in Pyongyang, beginning with the pyramid, RyugyongHotel. Flowers for Kim Il Sung: Art and Architecture from
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (MAK, Vienna,
May 19–September 5, 2010), exhibition view
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ﬁg. 51
Omitted work for ARKO Museum; “Streets and village
homes towards hygienic culture!”; Roh Ui-gun, Worker’s
Party Publications, July 1985; printed by Pyongyang
Printing Factory; “All to the construction for the 13th
World Festival of Youth and Students!”; Roh Ui-gun and
Song Si-yup, Worker’s Party Publications, 1986; printed
by Pyongyang Printing Factory
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Does this mean that any architectural dialogue is unachievable
before political uniﬁcation? It is too early to presume that either. “It is
very well balanced exhibition,” North Korean ambassador Kim Chunguk who has been based in Milan for many years commented upon his
visit in July 2014. [ﬁg. 52] It was a month after the exhibition had open
in Venice. Alessandro Belgiojoso, Italian photographer, who was one
of the contributors to the Crow’s Eye View exhibition, wrote us that
Ambassador Kim planned to visit with only two days’ notice. I quickly
consulted with the ofﬁcers at the Ministry of Uniﬁcation about the
legality of such encounter. Their answer was that given the limited time
they would rather not say no to this matter, but rather pretend that this
was not discussed and make it off the record. Ambassador Kim visited
one Saturday morning with his secretary and his daughter, signaling
informality of this visit. He seemed moved to see representations of two
Koreas all at once and proudly took pictures with his daughter.
The fertile strategy of this encounter is the way in which we
transgressed the legal boundary on the softer edges of political realm
outside of the Korean peninsula. It was staged in an extra dimension
that was unbound to the speciﬁc geography and mentality. Instead
of aiming at the untouchable core issues that foil interactions, the
exhibition touched as much surfaces as one could reach. Because the
two opposing views wouldn’t agree, we instead allowed multiple views
to look at the surfaces of Korean architectural phenomena at various
distances. With participants of 15 different nationalities that included
both North and South Korean, as well as Austrian, Belgian, French,
German, Italian, Lithuanian, Spanish, British, Serbian, Japanese, New
Zealander, Canadian and American, patterns of life trajectories of the

participants — including myself — drew an extremely expansive graph
reaching almost all continents of the globe. [ﬁg. 53] To see our own
modernism, a single surface of Lacanian mirror was not enough to reﬂect
our complex set of subjectivity. It was only through this kaleidoscopic
view that the exhibition intended to construct, one would ﬁnally
understand the logic behind our own polarity, its political framework
as well as its imagination. I would argue that the modernist deviation
in the Korean peninsula and its resulted polarities are the reaction of
globalism and should be read and understood in a multilayered view as
one reverses the trajectories that globalism had reached across. Perhaps,
then, we have here a rather extraordinary strategy of architecture
exhibition that reiﬁes such view and makes polychromatic impulses
alive.
The exhibition helped construct that multifaceted view, and such
a view being demonstrated as a physical experience proved a capacity
of simulating soft edges as an abstract space where conﬂicting idea
can virtually co-exist. Here, it is worth coming back to the idea that
architecture exhibition has that very vantage point of being attached to
the real world, to an extent of Baudrillardian hyperreality. I insist that
architecture exhibition has that possibility of becoming an excellent
device for pushing the limits of given reality and further trigger a new
political activation, by rendering a set of complex forces that operate
within our built environment into a constitutive narrative, and by
broadening the ﬁssure of suspension of disbelief.
An architecture exhibition’s attachment to the real and its
capacity to stir up a constitutive fantasy were saturated in the Crow’s
Eye View: the Korean Peninsula exhibition. It tested a ﬁne line between
reality and ideology, the everyday and the monumental, and between
political polarities. This testing became more pronounced as the
exhibition travelled from the island of Venice Biennale to the museum
in Seoul, as more complex issues were attached to the geo-political
ingredients. The exhibition is now preparing its third trip to a private
gallery in Chelsea, New York, and its capacity will once again be tested.
Which is to say that, because Crow’s Eye View exhibition virtually
activated a political domain, and because architecture exhibitions are
equally capable of projecting such utopian images and creating physical
experiences, the exhibition’s new location will call forth a new strategy to
fuel potential change, action and political rapprochement a reality.

ﬁg. 52
North Korean ambassador’s visit
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ﬁg. 53
Trajectories: The Korean Peninsula
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